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PEOPLE

HORSES  GUNS  GEAR  TRAINING  SHOOTING HORSEMANSHIP

Kenda Dismounts for Bianchi Cup
Reigning CMSA World and National Champion Wins Celebrity Action Pistol Shoot Off.
by Sherry Smith

K

enda Lenseigne joined other celebrities
to compete in the 32nd NRA Bianchi
Cup Celebrity Speed Event in
Columbia, Missouri in May. The
competition draws the top action pistol shooters
from around the world for the four-day festivities.
Events are designed to challenge participants in
all pistol disciplines from Bull’s-Eye target firing to
police pistol combat and practical shooting. Like
mounted shooting, speed and accuracy are key to
winning–-with two major differences, live ammo
and no horse.
Invited celebrities shot it out for some serious
fun in a falling plate speed and accuracy event
requiring the participants to draw and fire at six plates from a
distance of 10 yards. Competitors stand side-by-side in a
designated box, with digitally displayed timers allowing the
audience to watch the split seconds pass for each competitor as well
as the plates falling, and in some cases, not falling. All plates must

be knocked down to score with the fastest time winning the
sequence.
Kenda, the only female celebrity competitor, strapped on a belt
and holster provided by Safariland. Her first shoot out was against
renowned multi black-belt martial artist, film and television actor
Marshall R. Teague. He’s best known
for his “bad-guy” roles, most notably in
the 1989 cult movie Road House.
After getting the draw and plates on
Teague, she moved to the finals against
Country music star Mark Wills.
Call Us TODAY!
Mark, shooting a production
800-929-7361
Springfield 1911 in his second Bianchi
competition, is an avid gun enthusiast
and host of “3-Gun Nation” on the
Versus cable network. He gave Kenda
Roping Chute
stiff competition, winning the first
Roping Boxes
sequence. After dropping two plates,
20' x 50' Catch Pen
Kenda appeared to quickly get the feel
Return Alley
Holding Pen
for this very different shooting sport,
5-10' Gates
besting Wills in the next two sequences
FREE STRIPPING CHUTE
to win the celebrity match.
While the celebrity match is strictly
for fun, Kenda’s appearance at the
Bianchi Cup provided a unique
140’ X 240’ With Return
$5,495.00
opportunity to bring an awareness of
RIDING ARENAS AND
and spread the word about Cowboy
ROUND PENS ARE ALSO AVAILABLE.
Mounted Shooting to participants and
followers of another gun sport.
Kenda was impressed by the
competition, saying, “I have a new
RodeoWest
found respect for not only handling my
5840 Grape Creek RD.
firearm, but also for accuracy in target
San Angelo, Texas 76901
shooting. It was an eye opening
sales@rodeowest.com
experience having to aim a bullet on a
WWW.RODEOWEST.COM
small target at long range – far different
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Kenda prepares and fires her
first volley at the Bianchi Cup.
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Brandy, the 25 year old Palomino Horse took very short limping
steps... Brandy had arthritis in her knees for years. Her ears were
back and eyes at half mast. You could clearly see she was in pain.
(Iron Mountain, Michigan) The Horse
Owner gave Brandy all the typical vet
recommended horse medicines and food
supplements -- resulting in no improvement.
Brandy’s Owner was already taking an all
natural food supplement herself to get
rid of her headaches and dizzy spells.
This special patented product is made
from select grains of rice grown in Thailand. The product was developed over 16
years ago by two Thailand doctors.
This product increases energy at the
cellular level (up to 54%) and rebuilds
cells.

than flying by a balloon.”
The Bianchi Cup was founded in
1979 by former police officer John
Bianchi, of holster maker Bianchi
International, as a law enforcement
training match. It is now under the
stewardship of the National Rifle
Association (NRA) and supported in
large part by title sponsor Midway USA.
NRA National Pistol Manager Tom
Hughes and Safariland’s Scott Carnahan
were instrumental in setting the wheels
of success in motion. Kenda received a
crash course in training with Don
Golembieski, was provided top of the
line gear from Safariland, and had the
use of a racehorse of a gun from Dave
and Sydney Surgi.

The two Thailand doctors originally fed
this product to sick human babies with
measurable results. Later they fed the
product to adults with far-reaching improvements for many diﬀerent ailments.
Brandy’s Owner decided to feed this
special product to her horse. She had already tried everything else.

The Owner gave this special product to
Brandy for 7 months.

95% of Brandy’s improvements
came in the ﬁrst 30 days. Yes, 30
days later you would never have known
that Brandy had such severe problems.
There was no more pain in her eyes and
her attitude improved immensely. Her
ears were up and she was interested in
what you were doing.

This product works well with humans, horses, dogs, cats...almost
every animal. When you see the
Brandy video story done by a local TV
station, you’ll know this is for real.
To learn more about this very special
product, call Dave. When you call you
won’t get a high-pressure sales pitch. I
don’t like that - and neither would you.

Call Dave now at: 817-219-0569
Email Dave at: DavidNLarson@HotMail.com

---

Sherry Smith and her husband Don are
mounted shooters and Bianchi Cup
competitors from Virginia. The couple
introduced Kenda Lenseigne to the
Celebrity Speed Event.

Kenda and co-competitor, Country
music artist, Mark Wills
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